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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 
September 26, 1994 

Present: w. Spruill (Chair), K. Barsz, J. Bushnell, c. Dahl, G. 
DeHart, s. Fielding, c. Harter, A. Irwin, D. Johnson, K. Jones, 
S. Padalino, M. Teres, E. Wallace 

Absent: L. House 

Call to order: Chair Spruill called the meeting to order at 3:35 
pm. 

Amendments to SeptemPer 19 minutes: In reference to the central 
Council Report, "appointment" should read "appointments." In 
addition, Clare Cusack sits on the Policy Committee. Under New 
Business the first sentence should read, "The Chair received an 
Impact of Technology questionnaire from Carl Wiezalis who is the 
vice-president and secretary of the SUNY Faculty Senate." 

Approval of the minutes: The September 19 minutes were approved 
as amended. 

President's report: We have formed the Curriculum Task Force 
(TF). The following people have agreed to serve: c. Dahl (chair), 
B. Cook, K. Cylke, L. Doan, F. Fidura, D. Geiger, T. Greenfield, 
P. Henry, K. Jones, M. LaCelle-Peterson, J. Lovett, J. Pirone, J. 
Willey, and Lilian Won. The TF will meet on October 6 and has 
been asked to have a report by March 15, 1995. Whether or not the 
TF will be dissolved on that date will depend on its 
recommendations. 

The TF 1 s purpose is to articulate goals and suggest potential 
changes to the curriculum. It is anticipated that the process of 
curriculum reform should be completed by September 1997. Academic 
departments will certainly have the opportunity for extensive 
input during this process. · 

In other business, the new Chancellor should be announced by next 
week. 

Provost's report: No report this week. 

University Senator's report: No report this week. 

Chair's report: This past weekend the Chair attended the Local 
Governance Leaders• Fall meeting which is held in conjunction 
with the University Faculty Senate. She conveyed a number of 
concerns that arose by attendees: 
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* Many Senate Chairs do not sit on their Colleges' Planning 
Council 
* Only half of the Chairs received any course reductions 
* Inadequate communication of local . Senate activities 
* Only one-third of the Senate chairs had regular meetings 
with their presidents. (Note: The Chair at Geneseo meets 
with the President monthly and will begin meeting weekly 
with the Vice-Presidents.) 
* Many campuses fear that various task forces will replace 
or undermine campus governance 

The Chair suggested that we more actively involve our Vice-Chair 
by having him attend the winter governance meeting. In addition, 
the Vice-Chair should also attend the Provost's meetings with the 
Senate Chair. 

A motion was approved to have the Chair confer with the President 
and the Provost on implementing this, unless monies are involved. 
In the latter case, the issue would be referred back to the 
Executive Committee for approval. 

The Chair noted that there was a strong sense within the 
University Faculty Senate of evenly distributing funds instead of 
using Campus merit as the basis for distribution. 

"Distance learning'' was discussed at the governance meetings. 

Vice-Chair's report: As many of the matters discussed within the 
Excellence Committee involve confidential issues, no report will 
be made until the selection process has been completed. 

Curriculum committee's report: The Committee will meet on 
September 27 at 4 pm in Sturges 108 to discuss two course 
deletions in computer Science (235 & 304), a new slot course 
(360) in Geography, a revised course in Health and Physical 
Education (303), and a new course (213) in History. 

The issue ·was raised about creating courses specifically for 
adjuncts. The feeling was that this was something that should be 
considered on a case-by-case basis, although creating such a 
course might make more sense in technical or fine art areas 
rather than in the liberal arts. 

The question arose as how to handle a change in Computer Science 
(121) from a 3 hour lecture course to 2 hour lecture and 1 hour 
of recitation. Should this go through Senate channels or be 
decided at the department level? 

A motion was passed to table this until next week. 
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Policy committee report: The Dean has asked for a reconsideration 
of attendance policy, attendance policy during dropjadds, and the 
50 vs. 60 minute class. 

A motion was passed to table these until next week. 

Graduate Affairs Committee: The first meeting to discuss a new 
course in Math (460) will be held on September 27. 

student Affairs committee report: No report this week. 

Faculty Affairs committee report: The Committee will meet October 
4. The child care survey conducted last year by J. Bearden will 
be discussed. The Committee is also in the process of getting 
input regarding SOFI revisions and would like to discuss this 
next week with the Executive Committee in the near future. A date 
will be set . 

Central Council report: Student Senators Michelle Allison has 
been appointed to student Affairs, and Tim Dietrich to the Policy 
Committee. There is only one student senator left to appoint. 

Treasurer's report: There is no report this week. 

Old Business: The constitution and the Senate Bulletins' will 
soon be available on the server. 

New Business: There is no new business to report. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:35 pm. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Steve Fielding 
Secretary, College Senate 
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UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 

Tuesday, September 27, 1994 

Present: Phil Alley, Stephen Berds, Kathy Broikou, Kurt Cylke, 
Barbara Farrah, Jack Johnston, Kathy Jones, Tony Macula, Rich 
McCluskey, Noel Raley, Ray Spear, Gretchen Teal, Michael Torres, 
Anita Whitehead, Laura Wrubel 

Absent: Paul Schacht, Donald Watt 

Guests: Bill Cook, Greg Scragg 

The meeting was called to order at 4:00 p.m. 

A motion was made to adopt the amended agenda. This motion 
passed. 

A motion was made to accept the minutes from the previous 
meeting. This motion passed. 

The meeting was then opened for consideration of the following 
course proposals: 

COMMUNICATION 
course Deletion: 

comn 235 Human communication 
Justification 

This course designation is no longer needed, since the 
material in this course will be taught as part of the revised 
course Comn 135 Introduction to Communication Theory. 

The proposal to delete Comn 235 was passed unanimously. 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 
Course Deletion: 

csci 304 comparative Computing 
Justification 

CSci 304 Comparative Computing was originally designated as 
the third course of a three course sequence (CSci 104, 204, 304) 
that would form the backbone of the Computer Applications minor. 
The Computer Applications Oversight Committee removed 104 and 204 
from the minor and, consequently, as prerequisites for 304. The 
course continued to fill a limited role as a sort of capstone for 
the Computer Applications minor, but it was never offered in its 
intended form. 

On September 23, 1993, the changes to the Applications minor 
removed 304 1 s last reason for existence: it is no longer a 
required course. Thus, CSci 304 no longer fulfills any specific 
objective. 

In addition, 304 has never drawn many students; enrollments 
have averaged 13 students per year. 
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The proposal to delete csci 304 passed unanimously. 

GEOGRAPHY 
New course Slot: 

Geog 360 Asian Field Course/ (subtitle) 
See attached Form Q and attachments 

First, a question was raised regarding the definition of a slot 
course. A slot course is a course which has one generic heading 
with a variety of specific subtopics relating to that major 
subject area. For example, one of the subtitles of Geog 360 is 
Japanese Society. These types of courses allow the department to 
offer different subtopics when demand is sufficient. 

The Geog 360 course needs only to go through committee once, in 
its "generic" form. Any new subtopics of this course will be 
proposed through the Dean's office. 

The proposal to create Geog 360 was passed unanimously. 

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Revised course: 

H&PE 303 Water Safety Instruction 
Justification 

There is a specific need for Water Safety Instruction at 
Geneseo in order to train students in the skills necessary for 
safe swimming lessons. The American Red Cross requires a minimum 
of 39 hours of instruction for certification. In order to 
fulfill this time requirement, this course must meet longer than 
it was originally scheduled back in 1986. Therefore, the 
students completing this course should receive 2 credits. 

The question was raised as to the number of credit hours a 
student can use towards graduation from "activities", such as 
choir or tennis. It was explained that students can have as many 
credit hours from such activities as they want, as long as they 
fulfill their degree requirements. 

The proposed course revision, H&PE 303, passed unanimously. 

HISTORY 
New Course: 

Hist 213 Medieval and Renaissance city-states in Italy 
See attached Form Q and attachments 

The department representative amended the proposal by changing 
the prerequisite of sophomore or above standing to Humanities I. 

The discussion then focused on the Evaluation Procedures (part 
XII Don page 1 of the attachment to Form Q). It was suggested 
that the actual percentages of how much each requirement of the 
course would be worth should appear on the proposal. The 
department representative said that the journal and the paper 
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would account for 60 percent of the grade, and the exams would 
account for 40 percent. It was then argued that requiring the 
exact percentages to be listed is an infringement on academic 
~reedom,. and .. that such decisions. should be up to each individual 
~nstructor. 

Finally, it was pointed out that Hist 213 was offered as an 
experimental course two years ago, and it was highly successful. 
The students were left with a great feeling after completing the 
course, and it turned out to be a valuable experience for them. 

The proposal to create Hist 213 was passed unanimously. 

NEW BUSINESS 
Computer Science 
The Computer Science Department wants to change the format of 
CSci 121 beginning in this spring's schedule. Instead of having 
three 1-hour lectures per week, there would be two 1-hour 
lectures and one 1-hour recitation. The course content would 
remain the same. The course was originally a 3(3-0} course and 
would remain so after the change. However, the issue in question 
is whether the new recitation period is actually a lab. If so, 
the course would have to be changed to 3(2-2}, which, as stated 
by the Computer Science representative, is not an option due to 
staffing constraints. 

The definition of a recitation is small groups meeting to review 
material already taught during the course lectures; the 
presentation of new material is not the primary purpose of a 
recitation. The issue was raised that these definitions were 
established in the 1970's and may not take into account new 
technology (calculators and computers) and new teaching methods 
emphasizing active learning. However, until the State Education 
Department chooses to update these definitions, they must be 
adhered to. 

The Committee decided to charge the Chair, Kathy Jones, with the 
responsibility of bringing this issue to the Dean. If the Dean 
decides that the proposed CSci 121 change is truly a recitation, 
then the Computer Science Department will be free to change the 
format of CSci 121 as desired. However, if the Dean decides that 
the proposed recitation seems to fit the description of a lab, 
then the proposal will come to committee . 

Art 
It was noted that there is no problem with creating a new course 
to be taught solely by an adjunct. 

Biology 
It was noted that a biology pre-lab is mandatory this semester; 
it is in the master schedule as such. However, it never will be 
mandatory again without first receiving the approval of the UCC. 
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Miscellaneous 
Scheduling exams outside of regular class hours is becoming 
increasingly popular. In some cases, professors feel constrained 
by the shorter. class times of Geneseo's new . calendar. students 
can be given more time to complete an exam when it is scheduled 
on a weekend or in the evening than when it is scheduled during a 
50-minute class period. Often times, professors will cancel a 
few of the lectures in the semester in order to make it fair for 
students who have to take an exam outside of scheduled class 
times. However, such "rescheduling" can cause problems when 
these exam times conflict with performances or sports events, 
etc. The committee agreed that it might be worthwhile to 
consider scheduling a standardized block of time into the 
calendar as an exam period. (This concept would be similar to 
the "all-college-free period" which has been incorporated into 
the new calendar on Tuesdays and Thursdays). It was decided that 
this should be an issue for the Policy Committee. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:50 p.m. 
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I. 

FORMQ 

PROPOSAL FOR A NEW COURSE 
OR 

MAJOR REVISION IN AN EXISTING COURSE 

GEOG 360/Slot 
(Suggested Catalog Number) 

ASIAN FIELD COURSE: (subtitle) 
(Course Title) 

II. Prerequisites, if any (e.g. academic rourse, pre-college experience, demonstrated 
competencies, permission of instructor, etc.): 

Geog 102 or 123, or equivalent course, and permission of the instructor. 

III. Credit Hours: 3 (Sem. Hrs.) 
Lecture Hrs. 3 
Act., Lab, Studio Hrs. 0 

IV. Course Duration: Three weeks: sumer or j ntersessj on 
(Semester/Half Sem./Mini/Intersession/Etc.) 

V. . Course Rowtion: Offered when demand is sufficient. 

VI. Course \\ill be offered initially: Surrrner 
(F/Sp/Sum/Int) 

VII. Staffing Requirements: •· 
A. ~ames of staff members adequately prepared to teach this course: 

. Darrell A. Norris 

(.was offered as a 
1995 . exper; course/Su~ 

(Year) · 

B. Are new faculty or adjuncts required? Yes. __ _ No X ---
C. ~arne( s) of staff member(s) who will initially teach this course: 

Darrell A. Norris 

D. H3.S t.~e department considered scheduling problems that offering this course might 
invo;,·e? 

Explain. No scheduling problems 

E. Will :.~is proposal have an impact on staffing of other deparunems? 

No X 

If so. h~Ye ~he affected departments been consulted concerning this proposal? Do the\· 
suppon :.~e proposed change? Explain. (Attach additional pages as needed.; 

... .., 



- 2-

VIII. Justification: (Explain the specific need(s) for this course and the ways this offe~~g will 
strengthen the undergraduate cuniculum of the college. Anach addinonal 
pages as needed.) 

See attached. 

IX. A. What special facilities, that are cwrently available, will be utilized? 

B. What special facilities, not currently available, will be required? 

None 

C. \Vha_t special a.z:rangeme~ts will be required of students? (e.g. extended field nips, 
special scheduhng, required listening, etc.) 

Passport/Visa/Travel/Room and Board as required. 

X. Are the present library holdings adequate to suppon this course? ___,Y..:::.e.:::..s -------

XI. Is this course proposed for core credit? 

If yes, in which area? see above 

No {Will satisfy Non-Western Traditions 
graduation requirement) 

Please ~ore: Courses that are proposed for core. credit must also be re\iewed by the Core 
Curriculum Committee. 

XII. Attach the following documents to this form: 
A. Course description as it will appear in the College Bulletin 
B. Purpose 3.nd objectives 
C. ~uiled .:ontent outline 
D. b ·3..luarion procedures . . _ . _ 
E. A rer~re5-wtative bibliography, including the likely ininaJ textbook (11 applioble), 10-J 

mlin sources with complete bibliographical data 



ATTACHMENTS 

Form Q. 

VIII. Justification 

The Asian Field Course will provide Geneseo and other S.U.N.Y. students 

with first-hand experience of societies in; East and Southeast Asia. The 

experimental slot course taught in May-June 1994 was a field learning 

experience in Hong Kong and China, with additional exposure to Macau and 

Japan. This itinerary will be repeated and subsequent course offerings will 

include: . 

1. Japan, based on Kyoto. 
2. Taiwan, based in Taipei and KaohSiung. 
3. Indonesia, based in Yogyakarta, and 
4. Shanghai, China 

Each field experience will focus on systematic observation of basic cultural traits 

and analyzing the key elements of the success of Asian societies in the global 

economy. Intrinsic to that success in every western Pacific Rim newly developed 

country are solutions to big-city living that are mostly outside th~. orbit of our 

students' experience. These include: 

1. Public transportation which alleviates the need for the private 
automobile and its prodigious costs in space and scarce resources. 

2. Noni:J.s of housing, work-place, shopping and entertainment which 
are provided at a scale and density attuned to contemporary 
constraints as well, usually, as deeply ingrained cultural traditions. 

3. A balance of public and private life experiences which stresses the 
former, and does so with a diurnal rhythm at odds with western 
compartmentalizations of time and space. 

4. An aesthetic of public space which tolerates glaring laissez faire 
blight and yet also creates and cherishes sublime landscape 
interlude as urban experience. 
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5. A growing recognition of environmental challenges posed by sheer 
numbers and rising living standards. 

and 6. A general acceptance that civic improvement places the community 
before the individual, and the future before the present or past. 

All students who take this course will be required to maintain and submit a 

field notebook maintained daily, and all will also prepare and submit a research 

paper due one month after the field experience has ended. Research topics will 
I 

be approved and assisted by the instructor on an individual basis, and will 

normally involve field survey. 

· The course adds to the Department of Geography's growing involvement 

in international study opportunities, and follows the College's mission of 

fostering inter-cultural and international awareness as an important ingredient of 

a Liberal Arts education attuned to 21st century needs. 

,, 
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XII.A COURSE DESCRIPTION 

GEOG 360/Slot, ASIAN FIELD COURSE: (subtitle) 

A three week field experience centered in part of East or Southeast Asia 

Participants will gain first-hand understanding of selected cities and their 

environs in the world's most dynamic region. The course will focus on the 

cultural landscape and on responses to housing, transportation, commercial, 

recreational, and industrial needs, as well as pressing environmental problems. 

Evaluation of students' learning will be based primarily on field journal 

maintenance and a paper based on each student's major and research focus. 3 

(3-0). GEOG 123 or GEOG 102, or equivalent course, and permission of the 

instructor. 

XII.B. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

The 12-15 students who take this course will gain a thorough and wide

ranging initial first-hand exposure to an Asian culture. Neither the settings nor 

the students' exposure to them permit anything resembling an ~~ated tourist 

experience. Anyone who has visited urban Asia will vouch for the sheer 

challenge presented by the almost entirely unfamiliar circumstances encountered 

on a daily basis, as well as the discovery of coping mechanisms which emerge 

and soon allow one to thrive on the experience. . Students who take this course 

will self-select on the basis of background and goals which are not ordinary. 

Many will go on. later to further international study or work-related experience 

in Asia or elsewhere. Their experience of the settings offered in this slot 

course, as well as their field research activity, will substantially add to their 
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general preparedness for life and work in the global economy, and build their 

appreciation of viable alternatives to the norms of urban living in contemporary 

American society. 

XII.C. CONTENT OUTLINE 

Specific offerings of the slot course ;will provide for 21 days field experience 

in Asia Individual outlines will specify at least eight hours daily instructional 

experience, much of it in liaison with local agencies, firms, and institutions. The 

course was successfully run on an experimental slot basis in 1994, with a Hong 

Kong/South China setting. The proposed destination for May-June 1995 is 

Japan. 

XII.D. EVALUATION PROCEDURES 

Evaluation of each student will be based on the following: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Field notebook, maintained daily and submitted 
at the end of the field experienee. 

Specific field assignments. 

Final research paper, due one month after the end 
of the field course. 

Participation and initiative. 

PERCENT 

40 
,. 

10 

40 

10 

TOTAL 100 
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XII.E. BIBLIOGRAPHY 

This will depend of course on the specific destination selected. Geneseo 

libraries' holdings on the western Pacific Rim are generally adequate to sustain 

the course, and students will typically accumulate English language resources 

during the three-week experience. Prior to the 1994 experimental slot course I 

mailed each participating student a wide; range of maps and text extracts. 

I' 
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. N£W COURSE 
ALFORA 

pRopOS OR XJSTING COURSE 
MAJOR R.EV1SION IN AN E. . . . 

~ -- d ·eval and Renaissance City-States Me ~ 

in I~ .. (Course Title) ,.. ~· - - ·~ .... :.-:.HI ST 213 
I:; . , ·-.~-~- . . . ed· Catalog Number,}_ ... 

. (Su~g~st 
1
-;..": • _, . • • · pre-college expcnence, demonstrated 

II. ~e.requisites, if any_(e._g. acH~~~c~~~~~~~-): · 
· com~tencies, pemussJOn ° 

. · · ~ophomore standing 

III. CrecUt Hours: 
Lecture H.rs. 
Act., Lab, Studio Hrs. 

3 (Sem. Hrs.) 
3 
0 

Intersession 
IV. Course Duration: 

(Semester/Half Sem.f.v1ini!bterscssion/Etc.) 

Demand 
V. Course Rota cion: 

VI. Course will be offered initially: Intersession 1995 
(F/Sp/Sum!lnt) (Year) 

VII. Staffing Requirements: 
A. Names of staff members adequately prepared to teach this course: 

William R. Cook 

. . 

-B.· Are new faculty or adjuncts required? Yes No X 

-. C. Name(s) of staffrnember(s) who will initially teach this course: 

~Vi lliam R. Cook 

---

;:_~: ,o.. . D. Has the deparonent considered scheduling problems th3t offering this course might 
involve7 :·r.,;.. · · .• :."'--· ·• · · • r.:-::. .····.- . . ..;.; . .. -

Explai~. ->' it:· will be·taught -in Siena, Italy 

E. Will this proposal have an impact on staffing of other d~parnnenrs? 

Yes No X 

lf so, have the affected departments been consulted concer.~ing this proposal? Do the\' 
suppon the proposed change? Explain. (Attach additional p3.ges 3.S need ed.) 
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VIIL Justification: (Explain the specific need(s) for this course and the ways this offering will 
strengthen the undergraduate curriculum of the college. Attach additional 
pages as needed.) 

This course will provide the opportunity for Geneseo students to 
study in Italy for three weeks during January intersession. This 
allows students who may not be able to take a semester or year abroad 
to have some foreign study experience. The course also allows an 
additional option for history majors .and minors to fulfill a 
requirement in European history, and it also may be counted toward 
the Medieval Studies minor. 

IX. A. What special facilities, that are currently available, will be utilized? 

None 

B. What special facilities, not currently available, will be required? 

A classroom in Siena, Italy 

C. What sp~cia.J arrangements will be required of students? (e .g. extended field trips. 
speci~ scheduling, required listening, etc.) 

Since the location of the class is in Siena, there will be many visits 

to historical and artistic monuments in the city as well as three 
field trips. 

X. Are the present l.ibrary hold.ings adequate to suppon this course? ___ N_/_A _____ _ 

XI. Is this course proposed for core credit? no 

If yes, in wh.ich area? 

Please Nore: Courses that are proposed for core credit must also be reviewed by the Core 
Cuniculurn Committee. 

XII. Attach the following documents to this form: 
A. Course description as it will appear in the College Bulletin 
B. Purpos.e an:i C·:ijectives 
C. Detailed content outline 
D. Evalu.:.rion orcx:edures 
E. A represent2tive bibliography, ii·,;.":~·5.ing the likely initial textbook (ifapplicJbkl. 10-20 

main S0urces ~,~,;th complete bibliog;-:.iph:.::al data 



p. 1 of Attachment to Form Q 

XII. A. Title and Course Description 

HIST 213 - Medieval and Renaissance City-States in Italy 

This course will be offered in Siena, Italy during the College's 
January Intersession. After a brief examination of the Etruscan 
and Roman origins of Italian cities, the course 'will focus on 
the rebirth of Italian cities in the 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries 
and their history until the middle of the 16th century when 
for all practical purposes the era of the independent city-states 
had ended. Students will examine the political, social, economic, 
religious, and cultural history of Italian city-states, particularly 
those in Tuscany with a special emphasis on Siena. (3-3-0). 
Offered when demand is sufficient. 

XII. B. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 

Students will examine both written and visual primary sources 
as well as read important works by modern scholars. There will 
be continuing emphasis on integrating the physical evidence 
with the written record. The course gives some Geneseo students 
the chance to study abroad for three weeks. 

XII. 
I . 
II. 
III. 

IV. 
v. 

VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
X. 
XI. 

C. DETAILED CONTENT OUTLINE 
The Etruscan and Roman Origins of Northern Italian Cities 
The Impact of Christianity in the Late Roman Empire 
The Collapse of Roman Authority and the Decline of Cities 
and Urban Institutions 
Italian Cities in the Early Middle Ages 
The Reemergence of Italian Cities in · the 11th and 12th 
Centuries 
The Development of Urban Institutions and Values 
Florence and Siena in the Thirteenth Centuries 
The Black Death 
The Development of Civic Humanism 
The Rise of the Artist in the Late Middle Ages and Renaissance 
The Decline of the City-State and the Imposition of Medici 
R~l~ in ·Tuscany 

XII. D. EVALUATION PROCEDURES 

Students will.write one an~lytical paper and keep a journal 
and ~ake.entrles for all . fleld trips. There will be one written 
examlnatlon. Students Wlll be graded on class participation. 
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HIST 213 - Medieval and Renaissance City-States in Italy 
p. 2 of Attachernent to Form Q 

XII. E. REPRESENTATIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Brucker, ed., Two Memoirs of Renaissance Florence 
Origo, The Merchant of Prato 
Origo, The World of San Bernardino of Siena 
Herlihy, The Tuscans and Their Families 
Herlihy, Medieval and Renaissance Pistoia 
Cole, Sienese Painting From its Origins to the Fifteenth Century 
Hook, Siena 
Bowsky, A Medieval Italian Commune: Siena Under the Nine 
Dundes and Falassi, La Terra in Piazza: An Interpretation of the 

Palio of Siena 
Meiss, Painting in Florence and Siena After the Black Death 
Waley, The Italian City-Republics 
Waley, Siena and the Sienese in the Thirteenth Century 
Tabacco, The Struggle for Power in Medieval Italy 
Martines, Power and Imagination 
Bowsky, The Finance of the Commune of Siena, 1287-1355 
Larner, Italy in the Age of Dante and Petrarch 
Brucker, ed., The Society of Renaissance Florence 
Burke, The Italian Renaissance 
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STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
MEETING NUMBER 1 

SEPTEMBER 27, 1994 

PRESENT: M Allison S. Bailey, D. Bradford, J. Bulsys(C. h(f~r)R. 
· ' G hl s Hanft D Johnson a1r , 

Hartman) ,M. Czerniel, W. 0 man, 's Sh 'k ·E Thompson 
S.M. Kim, J. Kimball, A. Schnabolk, · on , · 

ABSENT: P. case, R. Hall, T. MacPherson (sabbatical) 

The meeting was called to order at 3:30p.m. 

D. Johnson distributed the page f:om the Cons~itut~o~h~fs~~~ent 
Faculty dealing with the membersh1p and func~1on o . 
Affairs Committee and copies of Student Affa1rs Comm1ttee Annual 
Reports for 1991/92, 1992/93 and 1993/94. 

The time of future meetings was discussed. Two faculty senato:s 
cannot meet during the 3:30/4:00-5:00 time slot. D .. Johnson Wlll 
review the members• schedules to determine if there lS another 
time when all members would be available to meet. 

Several items were discussed at the meeting. 

1. on May 4, 1993, College Senate passed the Resoluti~n Related 
to Student Organizations presented by the Student Affa1r . 
Committee .making education a top priority. The Stu?ent Affa1rs 
committee was charged with distributing the resolut1on to student 
organizations each fall. The resolution is printed on p. 285 of 
the 1992/93 College Senate Bulletin. Several suggestions were 
made regarding distribution of the resolution: 

1. Send a copy to Vice President Pennington 
2. Ask the Lamron to publish the Resolution 
3. In a cover memo, ask student organizations to read 

the resolution at the first meeting 

2. The Faculty Affairs Committee will be evaluating the SOFis 
this year and Student Affairs input is sought. There was some 
concern among Student Affairs Committee members that students 
don•t take the SOFis seriously when filling them out and that the 
tabulated scores do not mean anything. The comments section, 
which only the instructor has access to, might have information 
which would be useful to students. Several students indicated 
that they rely on word of mouth and personal comments in making 
course selections. Confidentiality was a major concern. There 
was a question about when the instructor sees the evaluations. 
B. Gohlman reported that faculty do not get the evaluations until 
after grades have been assigned. The Committee agreed that this 
fact should be made known to the students. There was also concern 
that faculty may be able to identify students from the 
demographic information and handwritten comments. This was seen 
as a possible problem for students who must take several courses 
from the sam~ instructor during their college career. There was 
also a qu~st1on ~bo~t where students should go if they have a 
~roblem Wlth ~h~1r 1nstructor. Another question concerned 
1nstructors g1v1ng the SOFI during the final exam. 
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Several specific recommendations were made: 

1. 

2 . 

3 . 

Require that the SOFI be administered at the 
beginning of the class (now only a suggestion) 
The comments section of the actual SOFI should 
include a statement indicating that instructors .. will 
not see the SOFis/comments until after the grades 
have been posted · 
Students should also be verbally told that instructors 
will not see the SOFis/comrnents until after the 
grades have been posted 

3. Last year Dean Greenfield asked to meet with Student Affairs 
twice a year to hear concerns about the registration process. 
When a meeting time has been determined, the Dean will be invited 
to meet with the Committee. 

4. There was a concern about library hours. Student senators 
agreed that extending the hours would be desirable. D. Johnson 
asked if students needed to use library resources or if they were 
looking for a quiet place to study. It appears that the primary 
need is for a quiet study place. Having access to microcomputers 
after midnight was also desired. D. Johnson will talk to the 
Director of College Libraries about extending library hours and 
find out about alternate places for quiet study. 

5. Another problem discussed was the increase in the number of 
off-campus parties being held on Thursday nights. Students are 
either not coming to Friday classes or coming unprepared. There 
also appears to be an increase in damage to the campus landscape. 
The Committee suggested that Vice President Pennington be invited 
to the next meeting to discuss these and other issues. 

The meeting adjourned at 4:20. 

a:::t~mitted 

Diane Jo~n~~n 
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